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Abstract: HawkerFlockers is a project that aims to promote hawker culture amongst
youth in Singapore. HawkerFlockers use a three pronged approach, creating resources
that appeal to the social, fun and utility aspect of youth. HawkerFlockers is successful in
creating many resources that youth can use.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background Information
Hawker Culture is extremely important to Singapore culture. Singapore’s hawker
culture is one pertaining to our unique, wide variety of Singaporean food and centres,
passed down from many generations. It is part of what makes us uniquely
Singaporean, as a defining culture in Singapore and is a core part of our Singaporean
identity. However, hawker culture was at a risk of being lost and many youth are
increasingly drawn away from hawker food because of increased competition from
MNCs.

1.2 Rationale
Seeing the importance of hawker food to our Singaporean culture and identity, we
believe that it is imperative to promote hawker culture to Singaporean youths.

1.3 Target Audience
Our target audience are youth from 13-18 years old.

1.4 Objectives
Our objectives are simple, we want to promote hawker culture to youths and let them
gain a better understanding of hawker culture. At the same time, we also want them to
embrace and love hawker food.

Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 Why is our project necessary?
2.1.1 In line with the Government’s agenda
The government has already highlighted the importance of hawker food in our
Singaporean identity. Even our Prime Minister, Mr Lee Hsien Long has voiced his
support for Singapore’s hawker culture, calling hawker centres “the nations’ dining
room.”

2.1.2 Singapore’s UNESCO Bid
Singapore has even launched a bid to make hawker centres part of UNESCO’s list of
intangible cultural heritage, so we hope this project is in line with the government's
agenda.

2.1.3 Importance of Hawker Culture
With the rise of globalisation, our hawker culture has become increasingly diluted and
thus much more has to be done to make hawker culture great again.

2.2 Existing Resources
2.2.1 The Smart Local
Another food website that can be found in the Internet would be The Smart Local.
However, the website was rather clustered and even includes irrelevant content like
how to get free food from restaurants. In fact, this website goes so far as to promote
unhealthy behaviour which is a misrepresentation of our hawker culture.

2.2.2 Governmental Websites: Roots.sg
Roots.sg was a government website that is made to support Singapore’s intangible
cultures bid. However, it does not solely focus on hawker culture. The section on

hawker culture only provides the history of hawker food. The resources were not meant
for practical usage as it’s sole purpose is to help Singapore’s UNESCO bid.

Chapter 3 - Methodology 
3.1 Needs Analysis
We gathered a total of 166 responses.

Therefore, there was a need for Hawker Flockers.

3.2 Construction of Resources
This is the list of resources that we made:

3.2.1 HawkerFlockerPLUS
HawkerFlockerPLUS is an interest group created by Hawkerflockers consisting of
Singaporean youth who share similar love for hawker food. We created a social group,
via Whatsapp, to organise meetups and share interesting information regarding hawker
culture in Singapore, with 58 members. The interest group had organized an outing of
10 people to Bukit Timah Food Centre, showing how we generated interests. Lastly,
interest groups members starred and hosted HawkerFlocker videos.

3.2.2 Interviews
We conducted 10 interviews altogether. These interviews with customers and hawkers
contribute to our primary research. It is not often that we as Singaporeans have in
depth conversations with hawkers about their jobs, and can offer us precious insights
and they can be accessed from our website and even short clips on our social media
accounts!

3.2.3 Videos
We made videos for 10 hawker centres and numerous hawker dishes. These videos
include details regarding an introduction to these hawker centres or dishes, stall
reviews, food reviews, interviews and things to look out for! These 3-5 minute videos
can be easily accessed via our website, our Youtube channel and our social media
accounts, appealing to our target audience, able to provide concise and interesting
content.

We’ve also added subtitles to some of the videos to allow it to be more

comprehensible.

3.2.4 Field Works and Field Trips
To obtain more accurate and varied information regarding hawker culture, we embarked
on 10 different field work sessions to various hawker centres in Singapore, trying out
many hawker food and centres.

Most information provided in our resources are

obtained via our field works and field trips, thus, they are accurate.

3.2.5 Posters
To appeal to Singaporean youths, we decided to make use of posters, which have the
ability to compact information in an appealing fashion. Posters can educate and attract

people into learning more about hawker culture. We’ve more than 15 posters which are
posted on a regular basis onto our instagram account and it can also be found on our
website.

3.2.6 Instagram Account
Our Instagram page has over 700 followers as of July 2019 and is still growing. We
uploaded many interesting hawker food related posts - 27 altogether. We even held Q

and A sessions and quizzes to gain a deeper connection with our target audience, who
make up the majority of followers. The comment features also help make the
experiences of our users more interactive. Our Instagram page is the primary way
people are aware of our resources, as seen from our pilot test results.

3.2.7 App
We also created an app to better appeal to our target audience. This provides an
accessible and convenient way to find out more about hawker culture in Singapore. This
app allows the public to rate various hawker centres in Singapore, as well as giving the
public a platform to share interesting information about hawker culture in Singapore and
provide us with relevant feedback on how we can improve. At the same time, if anyone

wishes to visit a hawker centre, they can access our app and find out more about its
locations.
Link to our app: https://hawkerflockers.beezer.com/?utm_source=homescreen

3.2.8 Website
Our website is able to actively compare prices, educate the public on the history of
hawker centres, navigate through maps, and use educational videos to teach
Singaporeans. Our website synthesised all these information into one convenient
location. Thus, more than 80% of people believing our website is very comprehensive,
interesting and well organized.

Website link: https://hawkerflockers.wixsite.com/hawkerflockers

3.2.10 Open House booth and Global Link Conference

To promote hawker culture in Singapore, HawkerFlockers attended quite a few events
in hopes of publicising our cause. In our school’s open house booth, we promoted our
school’s project work module and hawker flockers. We also attended the Global Link
Conference, where we got more insights into how other people embark on their project.
At the same time, we also shared our personal project and obtained valuable advice on
how we can expand HawkerFlockers.

3.2.10 Writing Articles
Our school has a quarterly school magazine called InFocus.

To publicise Hawker

Flockers, we made use of this medium to spread awareness about our project promote
hawker culture Thus, we wrote an article about Hawker Flockers, detailing what our
cause is about and information regarding hawker culture in Singapore to our fellow
schoolmates. This was a great way to increase our outreach to the public.

Chapter 4 - Outcome and Discussion
4.1 Pilot Test 1
We conducted Pilot Test 1 with a total of 30 people. This consists of a targeted focus
groups of teenagers. We let them try out all of our resources and offer us feedback
based on their experience. The results for the pilot tests are attached after every
resource in Chapter 3. Overall, all participants rated our resources 8 and above, with
75% of them rating our overall resources 10 out of 10.

4.2 Outcome/Pilot Test 2
To further ensure our final resources were effective, we conducted a second pilot test
with a total of 28 people. It consisted of a group of teenagers. We let them look through
our improved resources and give feedback based on their experience to determine
whether the improvements made to our resources are sufficient. Generally, all users
indicated that there was an improvement from the resources before with the addition of
subtitles added to the videos being the biggest improvement.

4.3 Limitations
Our resources, even though we try to make it as comprehensive as possible, does not
cover all parts of hawker culture as it is continually expanding and we cannot capture
the full essence of hawker culture in our resources in a mere year. We also chose to
focus on 10 hawker centres, which might not cover many other hawker centres in
Singapore, giving room for future expansion.

4.4 Future Work and Research
There is great potential for hawkerflockers to continue on in the future. Hawker Flockers
can improve on our current resources. As of June 2019, there have been Secondary 3
students interested to continue our project. Perhaps it is possible to expand this to
cover tourists or immigrants seeking to learn about Singaporean culture. There may
also be a possibility of partnerships with existing organizations, be it NGOs or even
Government Departments. For example, we could work with with Google, following the
latest developments of the new Google maps function.

Chapter 5 Conclusion 
In conclusion, Project HawkerFlockers has been a great success and has practical use
to youth not only now, but in the future. We are confident that we have accomplished
our goal of promoting hawker food to youths. We created a community of youths who
treasures our hawker culture and want to preserve it.

We are glad that we could

embark on this journey where followed out passion and had a lot of fun in the process.
Until next time, HawkerFlockers.
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